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Abstract. Context: Requirements documentation in natural language
has diverse artifacts, but few studies address their suitability to types
of requirements or ease of communication. Methods: We conducted a
systematic tertiary literature review (STLR) and identified 22 relevant
review papers that address natural language artifacts used by practi-
tioners to document software requirements. We also investigated which
types of requirements are addressed by artifacts and if there are guide-
lines for each. Results: A variety of artifacts used for this purpose were
identified, of which the most referenced in the literature were diagrams,
use cases, conceptual models, user stories, and prototypes. The analy-
sis highlighted that artifacts are applied differently to functional and
non-functional requirements. In general, diagrams, use cases, scenarios,
and prototypes can be used for both types of requirements, depending
on the content (usability, security, etc.). However, user stories and de-
rived artifacts are more recommended for functional requirements and
have limitations for non-functional requirements. Conclusion: Further-
more, the study explored different guidelines, structures, and formats
used in documentation artifacts, reflecting the diversity in requirements
documentation practices in software projects.

Keywords: Requirements documentation · Specification · Software re-
quirements · Natural language artifacts · Systematic Review.

1 Introduction

Growing software complexity presents a significant challenge for stakeholders
and software professionals who must find an equilibrium between cost, time,
and quality, while continuously innovating to meet customer expectations [7].

For instance, less documentation can impact future changes and mainte-
nance, as it helps stakeholders to use, understand and evolve a system [1]. The
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2 Gonçalves et al.

term "software documentation" refers to the set of information that describes
the functionalities, architecture, and use of a software system. In traditional
approaches, all or most of the documentation is concentrated in a single docu-
ment, while agile methodologies adopt documentation as a collection of smaller
artifacts, making requirements easier to read [26].

During documentation phase, some requirements (mainly non-functional) can
be under-specified or undocumented. Inefficient management of requirements
changes, especially when documentation is not clear, may result in project failure
or schedule and scope deviation [4]. A lack of standards across documents can
also happen due to a large set of available templates for recording requirements.

Therefore, the goal of this study is to capture the current state of the art in
academic literature regarding artifacts for software requirements documentation.
We investigate what are the most used artifacts containing natural language
and their suitability to each type of requirement (functional or non-functional).
To reach this goal, we conducted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) and
identified 22 relevant papers.

The main contributions of this paper are the understanding of patterns in
software requirement specification (SRS) artifacts chosen in literature and their
suitability regarding functional and non-functional requirements. The paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology for SLR, followed by
Section 3 which describes its results. Section 4’s discussion delves into important
topics about the results and section 5 describes our limitations and possible
threats to validity. Our conclusions on the study are described in section 6.

2 Methodology

Our Tertiary Systemic Literature Review (TSLR) followed the Kitchenham and
Charters protocol [17], in order to answer how are software requirements docu-
mented by practitioners in a way that provides a common understanding of the
software and allows collaboration between different actors. We divided our work
in two research questions:

– RQ.1What are the artifacts used in the literature for documenting require-
ments in natural language?

– RQ.2 How are different documentation artifacts used to address functional
and non-functional requirements in software projects?

Five databases were elected to perform the research, following Kitchenham’s
guidelines: [18]: ACM, IEEEXplore, SCOPUS, Springer Link and Web of Science.
PICOC framework [35] was applied to choose the search string (Supplementary
Material available at https://zenodo.org/records/11217791, file ´´SLR Require-
ments Documentation - PICOC terms.pdf").

Search string:
(“Requirements") AND (“specification" OR “documentation" OR “nat-
ural language") AND (“artifact" OR “model" OR “guidelines" OR
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“format") AND (“systematic review" OR “review" OR “systematic
mapping").

Inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined according to Kitchenham’s guide-
lines [16]. Inclusion criteria addressed the main theme of studies, which followed
our work’s purpose and generated artifacts: (IC 1) studies must address artifacts,
models, guides, or formats related to documenting requirements in natural lan-
guage; (IC 2) studies must present at least one type of requirements documen-
tation; (IC 3) studies must present information about existing documentation
artifacts and their applications to illustrate functional and non-functional re-
quirements.

Exclusion criteria (EC) were : (EC 1) studies that are not exclusively re-
lated to requirements documentation or do not directly address the mentioned
research questions; (EC 2) Studies that are not written in a language other
than that understood by the authors (Portuguese, Spanish and English); (EC
3) Studies that are not a literature review (e.g., book chapters, research studies,
case studies, dissertations, theses, works in progress, position papers, duplicated
works); (EC 4) Published before 2013; (EC 5) The focus of the study is not the
analysis of natural language documentation artifacts, but other procedures (i.e.:
automation, classification with NLP, application of machine learning, elicitation
techniques, etc.); (EC 6) The main subject of the study is not related to software
engineering or related areas, but other areas of research.

Despite previous filters already applied by exclusion criteria, it was necessary
to check the quality of the selected studies, with the following quality assessment:
(QA 1) Were the research questions clearly defined? (QA 2) Is the methodology
clear, adequate, and replicable for the search, selection, and analysis of included
studies? (QA 3) Were the limitations of the review highlighted and explained?
(QA 4) Do the studies consider the practical applicability of the results and their
implications for the research area, providing useful and relevant recommenda-
tions? (QA 5) Do the studies make an original contribution to knowledge in
the area, whether by identifying gaps in the literature, synthesizing conflicting
results, or proposing new perspectives or research directions?

Each selected study was evaluated with the 5 questions, and we included in
our analysis only studies that met all proposed criteria.

To answer the proposed questions, data extraction comprised data relating
to the publication and data related to the research questions (Supplementary
Material available at https://zenodo.org/records/11217791, file “ Table-Tertiary
SLR on requirements documentation.xlsx").

2.1 SLR Conducting

To carry out this review, Parsifal1 was the main tool used. Figure 1 illustrates
the studies that remained after each conduction step.

The study collection period through the search string was until December
2023, resulting in a total of 574 papers (3 from ACM, 150 from IEEEXplore,

1 https://parsif.al
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Fig. 1. Remaining studies after each SLR step.

35 from Web of Science, 115 from SCOPUS and 271 from Springer Link), as
seen in Figure 1. 17 duplicated papers were removed, and 557 remained, (3
from ACM, 143 from IEEEXplore, 33 from Web of Science, 106 from SCOPUS
and 269 from Springer Link) to apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on title
and abstract. Although the studies analyzed addressed the requirements topic,
517 were removed due to non-compliance with one or more criteria. Finally,
the full text was read for more in-depth analysis and application of the quality
assessment of 40 studies (zero from ACM, 19 from IEEEXplore, 8 from Web of
Science, 6 from SCOPUS and 7 from Springer Link). 17 papers were removed
and 22 papers remained (zero from ACM, 7 from IEEE, 8 from Web of Science,
3 from SCOPUS and 4 from Springer Link).

3 SLR Results

3.1 RQ.1 - What are the artifacts used in the literature for the
documentation of natural language requirements?

In the selected studies, 12 types of artifacts used in the documentation of re-
quirements and present in more than one study were identified 1. Among these,
UML diagrams, use cases, scenarios, conceptual models, user stories, and pro-
totypes were, respectively, the most recurrent artifacts 2. Although prototypes
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are more common during elicitation phase, they can be used for documentation
as well [24].
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Fig. 2. Number of mentions of each documentation artifact in the selected studies.

Following the sequence, ontologies, mind maps, storyboards, personas, system
components, kanban boards, storycards, tasks, and visions were cited in more
than one paper. Although they are not cited as much as the first six, they may
indicate different documentation in certain contexts. It is important to note that
there are many types of ontologies, but we are considering those presented in
natural language [8].

Artifacts mentioned only once were not included in the graphic, but are men-
tioned as follows: tables, formal specification, HTML reports, figures, storyboard
tasks, videos, documented user experiences, wall, pin board, event-driven pro-
cess chain ( Event-driven Process Chain - EPC), domain models, tags, user wish
list, user journey, product backlog, roadmap, the definition of "done", sprint
burndown chart, and generic terms such as "product requirement", "market re-
quirement" and "technical requirement" (Supplementary material available at
https://zenodo.org/records/11217791, file “ Table-Tertiary SLR on requirements
documentation.xlsx"). Following Schon et. al (2017), we will highlight artifacts
that are present in at least 20% of the studies [38]. For the percentage, we con-
sider the number of mentions divided per 22 (total number of studies).

Diagrams are organized visual representations, used to represent various sit-
uations and relationships at a sequential, hierarchical, or structural level [20].
The unified modeling language (UML) allows the creation of several instances,
such as class diagrams, use case diagrams, activity diagrams, and sequence dia-
grams [20]. The BPMN notation is considered the standard in business process
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modeling [9]. The presence of a unified language (UML) and the possibility of
customization even creating new extensions [19] - such as security in IoT [11]
- are characterized as the reasons why this artifact was the most cited in the
literature found (59.1%).

In our findings, use cases were mentioned almost as much as diagrams (54.5
%). Use cases are widely used in documenting software requirements and are
adaptable, enabling the inclusion of various behavior flows [39]. Despite the risk
of presenting too much information and the effort involved in describing many
scenarios [25], they are considered more technical artifacts than user stories
[38], with the possibility of reusing the documented requirements for generating
manuals and effort estimate [29].

Scenarios and conceptual models were mentioned in 45.4% of the studies. Sce-
narios describe dynamic and context-dependent interactions between the system
and external actors: user, network, and other devices. They are quite significant
for checking if all relevant cases are covered [14], in addition to facilitating test
automation [14]. Conceptual models are used as a bridge between stakeholders
or users and the technical team [40]. Next, user stories appear in 36.3 % of stud-
ies evaluated. However, they are described as the most used artifact for agile
software development in one of the studies [38], and not in another [41]. User
stories are artifacts that document needs from the users’ point of view, written
in natural language and generally following a semi-structured [22] format, such
as "I [user type], I want [something] for [goal ]" [14].

In contrast to textual artifacts, prototypes are also widely used in require-
ments documentation (31.8 %), mainly related to visual aspects. However, there
are different definitions of the prototype in the literature [38], covering both infor-
mal paper drawings (low fidelity), wireframes (medium to high fidelity) and also
interactive HTML mockups [29]. Lower fidelity prototypes were recommended
when the purpose is communication between stakeholders and agile teams [23],
as well as discussions with users [32].

3.2 RQ.2 - How are different documentation artifacts used to
address functional and non-functional requirements in software
projects?

Documentation artifacts in software development have characteristics that en-
hance their suitness for recording and tracking certain types of requirements.
In this way, Table 1 shows which types of requirements are illustrated by the
artifacts found in this tertiary review, according to the selected studies.
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Artifacts (%) Type of require-
ment addressed

Multimedia
classification

References

UML Diagram
(59,1%)

Non reported. Hybrid [3,36,6,21,12,38,40,2,10,27,28,33,5].

Use case (54,5%) FRs e NFRs. Textual [25,14,21,12,38,40,2,27,28,33,39,41].

Scenario (45,4%) FRs e NFRs. Textual [3,25,14,30,27,28,33,39,5,38,10].

Conceptual model
(45,4%)

FRs e NFRs. Hybrid [6,3,40,34,38,2,10,27,41,12].

User story (36,3%) Recommended
for FRs, can be
adapted for NFRs

Textual [22,38,3,25,15,14,27,41].

Prototype (31,8%) FR, NFR. Visual [22,3,15,38,33,41,25]

Ontology (18,1%) FRs e NFRs. Hybrid [3,14,10,5].

Mind map (13,6%) FR e NFR. Hybrid [15,38,2].

Storycard (13,6%) Recommended for
FRs, can be used
for NFRs.

Textual [25,38,41].

Persona (13,6%) NFR. Visual [38,3,41].

Storyboard (13,6%) FRs. Hybrid [38,22].

System components
(9%)

NFR. Textual [25,12].

Kanban board (9%) Non reported. Textual [38,37].

Tasks (9%) FR e NFR. Textual [38,41].

Vision (4,5%) FR e NFR. Textual [38].

Table 1: Artifacts and documentation type found.

In general, we observed that artifacts with similar characteristics tend to be
used in a similar way when approaching functional and non-functional require-
ments 1. In this way, we divided the artifacts into 3 categories in relation to
the predominance of multimedia elements they present: Hybrid format, predom-
inantly textual, and predominantly visual.

In general, Hybrid artifacts incorporate small texts, graphic elements, and/or
images, often showcasing sequences of events or hierarchies with a higher level of
abstraction. Predominantly textual artifacts consist of structured, semi-structured,
or unstructured texts written in natural language. Lastly, predominantly visual
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artifacts typically pertain to predicting interfaces and behaviors that will be
viewed by one or more groups of users.

4 Discussion

The most cited artifacts found in our study partially corroborate the previous
pape by Schon et. al [38]. In fact, user stories, prototypes, use cases and sce-
narios remain the most discussed artifacts in the literature. However, diagrams
and conceptual models did not predominate as strongly as ours (only 11%). In
part, this can be explained by the year of publication of the works, since most
of the reviews found in our approach that mentioned diagrams are after 2017
[3,6,21,12,40,2,10,27,28,5], year of publication of the previous work [38]. Another
possible point of divergence is in relation to the scope, since the work of Schon
et. al [38] performs an explicit filter for agile documentation, and our work does
not have this segmentation.

Regarding the least cited artifacts, it is interesting to highlight some con-
tradictory points. Firstly, tasks, storyboards, and story cards are most used by
agile teams during task distribution and schedule execution, to the detriment of
requirements documentation. However, the artifacts were included because, in
the studies evaluated, they were actively used in documentation. The Kanban
board, normally used to divide and visualize tasks, was presented as a way of
recording and tracking requirements [38], as well as tasks, storyboards, and story
cards [38]. Some artifacts were also mentioned as complementary to "main" ar-
tifacts, such as personas [38,3] and story cards [25]. As pointed by Schon et. al
[38], it is important to highlight that the literature may not reflect the totality
of the most used artifacts, since some classic artifacts (such as product backlog)
are rarely mentioned in [38] studies.

Hybrid artifacts:
Due to their higher level of abstraction, hybrid artifacts can address both

functional and non-functional requirements. However, abstract models can have
two conflicting roles: they must be general enough to facilitate communication
between different actors with varied knowledge but also have enough formality
to contain all the necessary information [40]. Even so, diagrams, conceptual
models, and mind maps can be used to document functional and non-functional
requirements [30,27]. Mornie et. al [27] list the use of class and sequence diagrams
as facilitators for the software team’s decision-making regarding the best way to
implement the functional requirements requested by stakeholders [27].

Nguyen et. al [30] bring together examples of different types of diagrams for
modeling static and dynamic aspects in a system, with a focus on non-functional
security requirements [30]. In contrast, Mustafa et. al [28] explained that UML
diagrams are extensively used to address functional requirements, but are not
suitable for use as input material for generating non-functional test cases.

Predominantly textual artifacts:
Predominantly textual artifacts can be classified as those that mainly use

natural language to record and document software requirements. They are quite
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variable among themselves on level of detail and types of information presented.
Scenarios, for example, are short context-dependent descriptions of interactions.
They can be described in the textual form [14], as alternative or main scenarios
in use cases [39] or represented as diagrams [30]. They are commonly used to
illustrate and record functional requirements raised during the elicitation stage,
but they can be used to represent usability [32] or security requirements.

Regarding User stories, there is a certain consensus that they serve to record
functional requirements from the user’s point of view, and are incomplete or
inadequate to describe technical or very complex aspects [25,38,27,22]. Despite
this, they are artifacts widely used in software requirements documentation.

The selected literature suggests extending the user story format to include
more detail, hierarchy, and tracking, as well as combining HUs with additional re-
quirements documentation [15,27,3]. The emergence of epics, tasks, story cards,
and storyboards stems from the need for segmentation, tracking, and/or in-
clusion of other information - story cards, for example, allow you to capture
time estimation, development accountability and goals, prioritization, and even
requirements needed for the next elements from customer interactions [38]. Like-
wise, dividing requirements into smaller units makes reading and understanding
easier, but can compromise the unity of documentation [25,38].

In turn, use cases are considered more complete user stories from a technical
point of view [38] and existing use case templates focus on points of variability
between scenarios and their traceability [39]. Use cases can be used to address
functional [13] and non-functional [31] requirements. However, the complexity
supported by use cases was also presented as a negative point by Medeiros et.
al [25]. Ontologies are used to mitigate ambiguity problems in [3] requirements
and can address functional and non-functional requirements. Bellendorf et. al
[5] used ontologies for interoperability requirements since the same term can
have different uses within the context of each type of system [5]. In another
study, ontologies are used as additional information for generating test cases
[10]. Finally, the vision artifact, despite being mentioned in two studies, was not
attributed to the approach to functional or non-functional requirements.

Predominantly visual artifacts:
Visual artifacts are associated with representation of software interface ele-

ments that will be viewed by end users. They are closely related to functional
requirements due to the proximity of interaction with the end user, however,
they can be used to address non-functional aspects. Prototypes can elucidate
functional flows requested by stakeholders and users, as well as assist in spec-
ifying usability requirements [38]. Ogata et. al suggests combining functional
prototypes with UML diagrams to address functional and non-functional require-
ments more completely [33]. Personas, in general, are mentioned as artifacts that
mainly address usability requirements [38,41].

In general, a notable trend in the analysis of the studies is the attention
given to non-functional security requirements [34,39,30,25,38,10,28,5,3], usability
[15,39,30,25,38,5] and performance [34,25,30,2,5]. One explanation is the increas-
ing complexity of software systems and the threat of cyber attacks that violate
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personal and sensitive data, demanding increasingly greater security require-
ments. Additionally, modern users have higher expectations regarding usability
and performance. The regulations and standards to which companies are subject
also reinforce the adoption of preventive and protective measures.

5 Limitation and threats to validity

Despite the solid methodology, we still found some limitations while conducting
our study. As an example, even though we set time constraints, some of the cited
studies can be outdated or not reflect reality, and therefore, might not capture
the full picture of artifacts in requirements engineering. It’s possible too that
literature itself does not represent the current practices of software engineering.
Also, different types of software can also deviate from the pattern found here,
due to specific needs, such as IOT devices or chatbots, for example.

Regarding the quality of the studies, during the selection phase, we applied
extensive inclusion/exclusion criteria and quality assessment measures, following
similar systematic reviews of the software area. However, there is the possibility
that the filters were too restrictive or too permissive. We also were able to
highlight patterns and classify artifact representation dominance, but since this
is the first work to address the theme, to our knowledge, it is interesting to
have future works trying to replicate the results found here and see if they are
maintained.

6 Conclusion

Our study presented the findings from our Tertiary SLR about requirements doc-
umentation artifacts and their characteristics. In the selected papers, we found
that UML diagrams, use cases, scenarios, conceptual models, user stories, and
prototypes were present in many studies. We were also able to identify patterns
in the artifacts’ representation predominance (hybrid, visual, or textual) and
address the types of requirements each artifact is suited to represent. In general,
predominantly visual artifacts are mostly used to mimicry a software expected
behavior regarding design and usability, because they are actually shown to the
user. Textual requirements are more suitable for non-visible or non-perceptive
features and they can be associated with complex requirements, that require
longer explanations. Hybrid artifacts (visual and textual) are the most versatile
and can be used for a wide range of situations. It is common that more than one
artifact is used for SRS. Future studies should try to reproduce this methodology
see if results still apply, and investigate the most used artifacts for each software
context, to see if distinct software characteristics can influence on SRS artifact
choice.
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